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9Introduction

Introduction

In SAP NetWeaver '04, SAP has brought together various technologies in
one product. It includes, among others, SAP Enterprise Portal (SAP EP),
SAP Mobile Infrastructure (SAP MI), SAP Business Information Ware-
house (SAP BW), SAP Business Process Management (SAP BPM), SAP
Exchange Infrastructure (SAP XI), and SAP Web Application Server (SAP
Web AS). SAP XI focuses on cross-system process integration—the
exchange of messages between applications. 

SAP XI is not an adapter, but a component of SAP NetWeaver with an
open architecture that enables you to integrate a wide range of SAP and
non-SAP systems within and outside your company's boundaries. Given
the diversity of systems installed in today's companies and the increase in
cross-company communication, the need for support in this area is
greater than ever before. 

ReleaseSAP XI has considered these requirements in its upgrade from SAP XI 2.0
to SAP XI 3.0. Due to enhancements in Business-to-Business (B2B) appli-
cation support and cross-component BPM in particular, the decision
regarding which release the book should be based on was an obvious
one. You should note that where it is not expressly mentioned, this book
applies to SAP XI 3.0 with SP4 (Feature Pack). 

Target GroupBecause this is the first book to be written on this topic, it is intended for
all readers who need an introduction to guide them through their first
steps with SAP XI. The first part describes the functions and most impor-
tant concepts of SAP XI. 

Chapters 1 and 2 are essential for understanding all subsequent chapters.
Chapters 3 through 5 concentrate on design and development with SAP
XI, independently of a specific system landscape. Chapter 6 summarizes
everything discussed in the previous chapters: It describes how you con-
figure the cross-system process for a specific system landscape, based on
the developments made at the logical level. The order in which topics are
addressed reflects the chronological order of the corresponding steps in
an SAP XI integration project. Logically speaking, Chapter 7, which deals
with SAP XI runtime, could also be read concurrently with all the other
chapters. Chapter 8 completes the first part of the book with its descrip-
tion of cross-component BPM, which marks the transition from stateless
to stateful communication.
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To illustrate how SAP XI is applied in a business context, the second part
of the book examines two customer scenarios that have been realized
with SAP XI. We selected typical scenarios and believe that scenarios that
are similar to our examples can be applied at other companies. Naturally,
we did not want the scenarios to be merely examples, but to also be tech-
nically demanding, each spotlighting a specific function of SAP XI. Chap-
ter 9 describes how cross-component BPM is used as part of an XI sce-
nario at the Linde Group. Chapter 10 shows how the B2B features of SAP
XI help connect a Customer Relationship Management (CRM) system to
an electronic marketplace over the Internet.

Acknowl-
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fan Werner, and Manfred Zizlsperger. Finally, special thanks go to Florian
Zimniak and the team at Galileo Press for their valuable support.

Jens Stumpe would like to thank the entire SAP XI Product Management
Team for their involvement in the project, in particular Wolfgang Fass-
nacht for his organizational support; Alan Rickayzen for sharing his expe-
rience from previous book projects; Andrea Schmieden for her chapter on
cross-system Business Process Management; Sindhu Gangadharan, Chris-
tine Gustav, Udo Paltzer, and Thomas Volmering for their useful contribu-
tions to the text; and everyone else who lightened Jens' workload during
this time, enabling him to concentrate on the book. Last but not least,
Jens would like to thank Jürgen Kreuziger, Margret Klein-Magar, and Sven
Leukert for allowing him to work on the manuscript in conjunction with
his other tasks at SAP.

Joachim Orb would also like to thank Matthias Allgaier, Thomas Grosser,
Robert Reiz, Alan Y. Smith, and Xiaohui Wang for their support in both
organizational and content issues. Thanks also go to Mr. Detlef Schulz
from iWay Software for his critical review of Chapter 10, and to Dr. Klaus-
Ulrich Meininger from the Linde Group for allowing us to include a sce-
nario from his business area.
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Joachim Orb would also like to thank Agnès Bouillé for her cooperation.
Many evenings and weekends were sacrificed to produce this book.

The challenges of cross-system and cross-company processes arise from
their multifaceted nature regarding the diversity of platforms, program-
ming languages, involved applications, and communication parties. We
hope that this book will give you the necessary guidance when using SAP
XI to meet these challenges, and that it will contribute to the success of
your integration projects.

Walldorf, February 2005
Jens Stumpe 
Joachim Orb
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6 Configuration

The design of the collaborative process is independent of the 
technical details resulting from the system landscape of the 
customer. This chapter describes how to configure this infor-
mation centrally to control message processing at runtime.

6.1 Introduction

At design time, we look at collaborative processes at the logical level. In
this view, messages are exchanged between application components and
not between systems. In this chapter, we make the link between this
abstraction and the settings that are required at runtime to actually
implement message exchange. These settings concern the following
areas:

� Information about the actual system landscape and the products
installed there. This is discussed at the beginning of Section 6.2.

� Information regarding the services provided within a system landscape
and which technical communication channel other systems in the sys-
tem landscape use to access a service. This is discussed at the end of
Section 6.2, once the basics have been covered at the beginning of the
section.

� Information about how the services are linked to one another by mes-
sages (logical routing) and whether a mapping is necessary. This is
described in relation to internal company communication in Section
6.3.

� Information about services that you want to make available to business
partners outside your own system landscape. This is described in Sec-
tion 6.4, which builds on the concepts introduced in Section 6.3.

With the exception of the area listed in the first bullet, you configure all
the necessary information centrally in the Integration Directory. You have
the following options:

� If there is an integration scenario for your collaborative process in the
Integration Repository (see Section 3.3), we recommend that you use
this scenario for configuration. This is discussed in more detail in Sec-
tion 6.3.1.
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� If there is no integration scenario, a configuration wizard is available to
guide you through the individual configuration steps.

� Alternatively, you can make the configuration settings manually. Unlike
the first option—where the Integration Builder automatically recog-
nizes from the integration scenario which configuration objects can be
reused and which objects must be generated—manual configuration is
very time-consuming.

Processes and
Scenarios

To avoid confusion, we want to reiterate that the term collaborative pro-
cess means a process that exists in the real world and a process that you
want to implement using your software technology. An integration sce-
nario is a design object in the Integration Repository that you use to
model the collaborative process. Integration processes are also design
objects that enable you to consider dependencies between messages in
cross-system message exchange. 

During the configuration of a collaborative process, you can choose
whether or not you want to work with an integration scenario from the
Integration Repository. On the one hand, making the integration scenario
an integral part of the Integration Repository would be too restrictive. On
the other hand, the lack of an integration scenario means that there is
nothing to hold together the configuration objects of a scenario. By way
of a compromise, the Integration Builder works with configuration scenar-
ios.1 These scenarios are simply a container for all the configuration
objects that are required to configure a collaborative process. Figure 6.1
shows the configuration scenario MyCheckFlightSeatAvailability in
the Integration Builder. The Configuration Scenario Objects tab page
shows all the objects that are assigned to a configuration scenario. In this
case, the objects were generated or suitable existing objects were auto-
matically assigned using the CheckFlightSeatAvailability integra-
tion scenario. However, you don't have to use an integration scenario
from the Integration Repository and can assign any configuration objects
of your choice to a configuration scenario. 

No matter which configuration option you choose, it is critical that you
understand the various configuration objects. We'll take a step-by-step
look at how these objects are used below. 

1 As of SAP XI 3.0 SP9, scenario is renamed configuration scenario. We use the new
terminology in this book.
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117Describing Systems and Services

Figure 6.1  Configuration Scenario MyCheckFlightSeatAvailability

Configuration in the Integration Directory is designed to support as many
configuration scenarios as possible. Depending on the protocol, the con-
figuration scenarios can have very different technical requirements. How-
ever, the procedure for configuring the configuration objects is valid for
many configuration scenarios. Sections 6.2, 6.3, and 6.4 explain this pro-
cedure and highlight any exceptions. Sections 6.5 and 6.6 address the
special features of the various adapters. Finally, Section 6.7 focuses on
the transport of configuration objects.

The Integration Builder also enables you to publish a service as a Web ser-
vice at configuration time. Since we'll meet Web services again in a differ-
ent context later in the book, we'll review this topic in its entirety in Sec-
tion 7.3.2.

6.2 Describing Systems and Services

To configure a collaborative process within your system landscape, you
must first describe the system landscape in the System Landscape Direc-
tory (SLD). This is discussed in more detail in Section 6.2.1. Basically, you
have two options when it comes to dealing with the sequence of the con-
figuration steps in the Integration Directory: You can work from the col-
laborative process (logical level) to the technical systems (technical level),
or vice versa. The advantage of the latter option is that a system generally
offers services for a wide range of collaborative processes and plays a role
in different configuration scenarios. The technical options provided by
the systems for message exchange are more constant and you only need
to enter them once for all configuration scenarios in a collaboration pro-
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file. For this reason, it is advisable to focus on this profile first, and then
move on to configuration at the logical level. Therefore, we'll look at the
settings in the SLD first and then examine the configuration of the collab-
oration profile in Section 6.2.2.

6.2.1 Settings in the System Landscape Directory

Like the Integration Builder, you call the SLD from the SAP XI start page
(see Section 2.1). Besides the software catalog, which we met in Section
3.2.1, you can also enter and call the following information about your
system landscape:

� Technical Landscape
In this area, you can access information about the technical systems in
your system landscape. Examples of technical systems are an SAP Web
AS (ABAP) or an SAP Web AS (Java).

� Business Landscape
In this area, you can access information about the business systems of
your system landscape. This area is specific to SAP XI and enables you
to identify those systems in your system landscape that use SAP XI to
exchange messages. 

Technical Systems The information about the technical systems of your system landscape is
not just of interest to SAP XI users. It can also be used by SAP support
employees and customers to get an overview of the installed systems:

� Technical SAP systems
The SLD categorizes the technical SAP systems by the Basis or SAP
Web AS release that they run on. The following systems register them-
selves automatically in the SLD when they're installed: SAP Basis 4.0B,
and all SAP Web AS ABAP systems and SAP Web AS Java systems as of
Release 6.40. They also transfer data about their installed products.
You must register all other technical SAP systems in the SLD manually
by using a wizard, and then assign them products from the software
catalog.

� Third-party systems
You also register third-party systems in the SLD manually by using a
wizard. You can assign these systems third-party products from the
software catalog.

The technical attributes of a system are stored in the SLD. Examples of
attributes for technical SAP systems are: system name, system clients,
message server, and installed products. Furthermore, you can use the
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Exchange Infrastructure option to display all technical SAP systems on
which SAP XI runtime components are installed, for example, the Integra-
tion Server. These components register themselves automatically in the
SLD as soon as they're launched.

Business SystemsIf a technical system is part of a cross-system process, you must also
assign it to a business system. (In SAP systems, every client represents a
business system.) During configuration, you then work with the name of
the business system and not with the name of the technical system. First,
this ensures that only those systems relevant to the process are displayed
during configuration. Secondly, you can make changes to the technical
system landscape without affecting an existing configuration.

Figure 6.2  Attributes of a Business System in the SLD

Business systems are used exclusively for cross-system applications with
SAP XI. Therefore, the attributes of a business system in the SLD relate
directly to the particular application case. Figure 6.2 shows a screenshot
of a business system in the SLD. As well as the header data (Name,
Description, Administrative Contact), you must also define the role of
the business system.

� If it is an application system, you must assign it an Integration Server,
with which the business system will exchange messages. Since you
usually test the message exchange before using the process in a pro-
ductive environment, there can be multiple Integration Servers within
a system landscape.
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� Alternatively, you assign the business system the role of an Integration
Server.

Just like the other data in the SLD, this information is merely descriptive.
Therefore, defining a business system as an Integration Server in the SLD
does not relieve you of the task of making the corresponding configura-
tion settings for the respective clients in the technical system (see Section
7.2.1). Other SAP XI runtime components may also call data in the SLD.
As will be discussed again later in Section 6.7, the Group and Transport
Targets attributes are required for the transport of configuration objects
between different Integration Directories.

Evaluating the
SLD Data

We will now focus on the uses of the data in the SLD for configuration in
the Integration Directory. At the bottom of the screenshot in Figure 6.2,
you can see the first of the installed products (SAP EXCHANGE INFRA-
STRUCTURE). The products listed here and the derived software compo-
nent versions are used by the assigned technical system (in this case, the
client 106 of SAP system U6D). Since business systems are used in the
Integration Directory to configure internal company communication, the
Integration Directory accesses information about business systems and
associated technical systems from the SLD to derive further details. For
example, the Integration Builder can use the software component ver-
sions of a system to determine all the interfaces for a business system that
have been saved in the Integration Repository for message exchange. Fig-
ure 6. illustrates this query. The Integration Builder also uses this mecha-
nism for checks and input help.

Figure 6.3  Referencing Content of the Integration Repository

System Landscape Directory

Integration Repository Integration Directory
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System

Technical

System

Software Catalog

Product Version
Software

Component Version
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Message Interfaces
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The use of the software catalog in the Integration Repository, discussed in
Section 3.2.1, completes the loop. The business system service shown in
Figure 6.3 leads us to our next topic: the Integration Directory. The next
section explains the configuration procedure in the Integration Directory.

6.2.2 First Steps in the Integration Directory

The Integration Builder provides a whole range of objects for configuring
a collaborative process. Before we delve into how to use these configura-
tion objects in detail, let us first get a general overview. Because there are
dependencies between the various objects, it is advisable to adhere to
the following sequence during configuration:

1. The configuration objects communication party, service, and communi-
cation channel reference each other and together form a collaboration
profile. To exchange internal company messages, it is generally suffi-
cient to use collaboration profiles, where the services and communica-
tion channels are specified. Therefore, for now, we'll leave the discus-
sion of communication parties, and return to it in  Section 6.4.

2. At this stage, the collaboration profile is still independent of a specific
configuration scenario. You use the configuration objects sender agree-
ment and receiver agreement to define the communication options that
you want or have to use. These agreements are collectively referred to
as a collaboration agreement.

3. Finally, you use receiver determinations and interface determinations to
configure the logical routing, which defines where a message should be
forwarded and whether a mapping is necessary beforehand. 

The description of the collaboration profile is the basis for the following
configuration steps. You can use the profile in different configuration sce-
narios. Therefore, let's take a closer look at this area before moving on to
the configuration of internal company processes in Section 6.3.

Collaboration 
Profile

Figure 6.4 shows the object hierarchy of communication parties, services,
and communication channels. As we already mentioned, we'll look at
communication parties in more detail later on. At this point, you need
only know that a company uses a communication party to enter the ser-
vices provided by a business partner in the Integration Directory. There-
fore, you don't actually need a communication party as a configuration
object for internal company processes. (The exception to this is a config-
uration scenario with IDocs. We'll look at this in more detail in Section
6.5.2.)
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Figure 6.4  Object Hierarchy in Communication Profiles

Service The Service object was introduced with SAP XI 3.0 as an additional level
for business systems to enable other sender and receiver types to be
modeled and addressed. There are three types of services:

� Business system service
This service refers directly to a business system from the SLD. To create
business system services, you call the context menu for the Service
Without Party or Business System node in the Integration Builder
navigation tree and choose Assign Business System…

� Integration process service
This service refers to integration processes from the Integration Repos-
itory. Configuration with integration processes is discussed in more
detail in Chapter 8.

� Business service
This service enables business partners to address receivers of your sys-
tem landscape without you having to publish the receivers. We will
look at this in more detail in Section 6.4.

A service offers a range of interfaces for communication using SAP XI.
These interfaces are displayed on the Sender and Receiver tab pages. In
the previous section, Figure 6.3 showed that the Integration Builder auto-
matically determines these interfaces for business system services from
the Integration Repository. Consequently, they're displayed in the input
help (that is, the help that users can call up to enter a value in an entry
field) in subsequent configuration steps. If the interfaces of a business
system are not in the Integration Repository because they have not been
created or imported, you must enter them manually in the subsequent
configuration steps.

Communication
Channel

When creating a business system service, the Integration Builder auto-
matically creates communication channels for the service, which you
must then adapt to your configuration scenario:

Collaboration Profiles

Party P1

Service A

Service B

Channel A1 Channel A2 Channel A3

Service S1

Channel K1 Channel K2

Channel B1 Channel B2

Service S2

Channel K1
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� For an SAP system, separate receiver channels are generated for RFC,
IDoc, HTTP, and proxy communication (Adapter Type XI).

� For a non-SAP system, an HTTP receiver channel is generated.

Communication channels define the inbound and outbound processing
in the Integration Server. To start with, the channels of a business system
service simply reflect the options in the business system for receiving and
sending messages. You define the channel to be used for a selected com-
munication for the sender or receiver by using the collaboration agree-
ment.

You may be asking yourself which system a receiver channel refers to: the
Integration Server or the application system? This is a good question, and
Figure 6.5 provides the answer. The communication channel for the
sender configures the sender adapter, which converts the sender message
for more processing in the Integration Server. Therefore, the channel for
the sender determines the inbound processing in the Integration Server.
Outbound processing works in a similar way. All configuration object
names in the Integration Directory are based on the symmetry displayed
in Figure 6.5. A configuration object for the receiver always refers to the
receiver application system or the receiver business partner, and not the
Integration Server sending the message.

Figure 6.5  Sender and Receiver in Configuration
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Configuration

The representation of the adapters in Figure 6.5 reflects the logical point
of view. It does not show where the runtime components of the adapters
are actually installed. The proxy runtime, in particular, is installed in the
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same way as the other adapters, that is, by using a communication chan-
nel and choosing Adapter Type XI. We will look at adapter configuration
in more detail in Section 6.5. You should now understand the symmetry
of the configuration objects with respect to the sender and receiver. In
configuration, however, you don't always require both sides. Since the
Integration Server must define a receiver for the message, the configura-
tion objects for the receiver side are mandatory. On the sender side, how-
ever, whether you have to configure anything depends on the adapter
type and the configuration scenario. For example, the proxy runtime in
the sender application system uses information from the SLD to deter-
mine the address of the Integration Server. Therefore, in this case you
make configuration settings in the Integration Directory on the sender
side only if security settings are required for message transfer.

Let's take another look at the object hierarchy of the collaboration profile
from Figure 6.4. In the Integration Repository, we saw that namespaces
ensure that object names are unique. Objects in the Integration Directory
don't have any namespaces. Instead, the name of the higher-level object
type serves as the namespace in collaboration profiles. It is normal for
two communication channels of different services to have the same
name, since the adapter type of the channel is often the same. For exam-
ple, the names of the communication channels generated for business
system services are always the same. The configuration of the channels,
on the other hand, is specific to the business system. 

Communication
Channel

Templates

For those adapter types where no communication channels can be gen-
erated, it would prove laborious to always have to edit the frequently
used attributes manually. Certain attributes are often known at design
time. For example, the RosettaNet industry standard stipulates security
settings (encryption, signature) for the respective Partner Interface Pro-
cesses (PIPs). To accelerate the configuration of such scenarios, the Inte-
gration Builder provides communication channel templates, which you
create in the Integration Repository and reuse in the Integration Direc-
tory. Section 6.6 explains how SAP XI supports industry standards. You
can use communication channel templates for all adapter types.
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6.3 Configuring Internal Company Processes

So far, we have looked at the basic settings that form the foundation for
a whole range of configuration scenarios. This section focuses on internal
company scenarios. In Section 6.3.1, we use a demo example2 to explain
the configuration, using the corresponding integration scenario. In this
case, the Integration Builder supports the automatic generation of config-
uration objects using information from the integration scenario. We will
use this example to explain the general concepts in the following sec-
tions.

6.3.1 Configuration Using Integration Scenarios

We were introduced to the integration scenario CheckFlightSeat-
Availability in Section 3.3. This scenario models a flight availability
check in which a travel agency exchanges messages with one or more air-
lines. In the demo example, there are two airlines. For the purpose of
simplification, let's say that these airlines are two different clients of the
same SAP system:

� Client 105 is the travel agency on the sender side.

� Clients 106 and 107 are the airlines Lufthansa and American Airlines,
respectively, on the receiver side.

The following steps are based on the assumption that the description of
the technical systems and the business systems is already contained in the
SLD. When writing this book, we worked with SAP system U6X and cre-
ated the business systems U6X_105, U6X_106, and U6X_107. We also cre-
ated the corresponding business system services, as described in Section
6.2.2, and generated and adapted the required communication channels.

Now we'll explain how to configure this scenario in the Integration
Builder. To do this, first choose Tools • Transfer Integration Scenario from
Integration Repository… in the main menu to access the integration sce-
nario from the Integration Repository. This creates a configuration sce-
nario that references our integration scenario. After the transfer, the Inte-
gration Scenario Configurator dialog box appears, which displays the
first component view of the integration scenario (see Figure 6.6).

2  The demo example is described in Section 2.3.
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Figure 6.6  Configuration Steps for Integration Scenarios

To make the configuration settings, perform the configuration steps in the
order displayed on the left side of the figure. To do this, click on the
respective step and assign the required configuration objects in the dialog
box that appears:

1. In the first configuration step, specify the component view (see Section
3.3.1). In this case, we keep the component view that is already
selected, ABAP_Proxy_2_ABAP_Proxy.

2. In the second configuration step, assign a service to each application
component. The dialog box that appears displays the first application
component Agency. Assign the business system service U6X_105 to it.
Use the blue navigation arrow to switch to another application compo-
nent Airline. Assign the services U6X_106 and U6X_107 to it.

3. The third configuration step deals with connections (see Figure 6.7).
Each receiver service requires a communication channel to enable the
Integration Server to forward the respective message to the technical
system. On the sender side, on the other hand, it is not necessary to
configure a communication channel for the XI adapter (this is discussed
in detail in Section 6.5).

Figure 6.7  Configuring Connections
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Let's concentrate for the moment on how to select a communication
channel. In Section 6.2.2, we learned that a collaboration agreement is
required to select a particular communication channel at runtime. This
example deals with a receiver agreement for the message to the receiver
business system U6X_106 or U6X_107. There are two different cases:

� If there is no existing receiver agreement that matches the receiver
business system and the inbound interface, you must assign the
required communication channel using the input help.  An appro-
priate receiver agreement is generated later. Figure 6.8 shows the
dialog box where you make this selection. All communication chan-
nels that are available for the receiver service are displayed.

� If a receiver agreement already exists for your receiver, you can use
the function circled in red in Figure 6.7 to automatically define the
channel. In this case, the dialog box displays only the communica-
tion channel defined by the receiver agreement in the communica-
tion channel selection. If the receiver agreement is for all inbound
interfaces of the receiver system (referred to as a generic receiver
determination), you can expand the communication channel selec-
tion by creating a more specific receiver determination, that is, one
that is intended for a specific inbound interface. Section 6.3.2
addresses generic and specific configuration objects.

Figure 6.8  Selecting a Communication Channel

4. Finally, once you have made these preparations, you can have the inte-
gration scenario configurator generate all the remaining configuration
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objects. You can restrict this generation to particular object types. To
check the generation without creating new configuration objects, you
can also simulate the procedure. In both cases, the Integration Builder
shows the results in a detailed generation log. Figure 6.9 shows a
screenshot of the log. The traffic lights in the log represent generation
steps with errors (red traffic light), incomplete generation steps (yellow
traffic light, as in Figure 6.9), and complete generation steps (green
traffic light).  If a generation step is incomplete, this means that you
may have to add information that cannot be generated automatically,
for example, routing conditions.

Figure 6.9  Generation Log

The Integration Builder automatically adds all generated and reused
objects to the object list of your configuration scenario. You can also use
the context menu for the connection to display the configuration objects
belonging to each connection in the component view. 

To finish the configuration, work through the generation log by navigating
directly from the log to the corresponding objects and adding the missing
information. The next section deals with the background knowledge nec-
essary to complete the configuration.

6.3.2 Overview of Configuration Object Types

We've already looked at the configuration objects of the collaboration
profile: party, service, and communication channel. Before examining
other configuration objects, let's see how all the objects are related to
one another.
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Key Fields

Unlike the objects in the Integration Repository, the objects here are not
organized using software component versions. Therefore, all configura-
tion objects become globally visible in the Integration Directory as soon
as they are released and are simultaneously activated for the runtime
environment. Consequently, it's worth taking a closer look at the key
fields of the objects. To simplify this overview, the objects are separated
into three tables according to their use. 

There is little more to say about the key fields of the objects of the collab-
oration profile in Table 6.1. There are services without a party, but no par-
ties without a service. In objects without a party, the key field remains ini-
tial. The communication channel consists of the key fields of the higher-
level service and its own name. As we have already determined, you
choose the objects of the collaboration profile during the remaining con-
figuration steps and determine the relationships between them. There-
fore, the key fields of the service are always part of the key of the other
configuration objects.

Key Fields Object Type

Party Service Communication Channel

Service (X) X

Communication Channel (X) X X

Table 6.1  Key Fields for Objects of the Collaboration Profile

Key Fields Object Type

Sender Agreement Receiver Agreement

Sender party (X) (X)*
(Header mapping)

Sender service X X*
(Header mapping)

Outbound interface X

Namespace of the out-
bound interface

X

Receiver party (X)* (X)
(Header mapping)

Table 6.2  Key Fields for Sender and Receiver Agreements
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Table 6.2 focuses on collaboration agreements. To ensure that the infor-
mation in the table is  complete, we added the following additional infor-
mation to the table:

� The values from four fields of the receiver agreement can be mapped
to other values using a header mapping. We'll examine the reasons for
doing this in the cross-company scenarios in Section 6.4.

� Key fields marked with an asterisk (*) can be filled generically. Don't
confuse these fields with the input fields in the Integration Builder that
are marked with a red asterisk. The latter are required fields.

Generic and
Specific Fields

You use generic fields to define the configuration for multiple cases by
entering an asterisk in the field. For example, you can create a receiver
agreement independently of a specific inbound interface. During mes-
sage processing, the Integration Server checks for receiver determinations
with matching key fields and selects the most specific. In some constella-
tions, the Integration Builder cannot determine this due to overlapping.
The Integration Builder checks this and notifies you during creation if this
is the case. You must also be aware that generic configurations are valid
globally in the Integration Directory. If several configuration scenarios use
the same generic object, any changes to this object will result in side
effects for all these scenarios.

The remaining two configuration objects are for logical routing. The key
fields are displayed in Table 6.3. The virtual receiver is relevant to only
cross-company communication, which we will look at in Section 6.4. If
you don't specify a virtual receiver when creating a receiver determina-
tion, the Integration Builder inserts an asterisk for both fields (in other
words, the receiver determination is independent of a virtual receiver).

We will now expand on this brief overview and look at the individual
object types and their uses in more detail. 

Receiver service X* X
(Header mapping)

Inbound interface X*

Namespace of the 
inbound interface

X*

Key Fields Object Type

Sender Agreement Receiver Agreement

Table 6.2  Key Fields for Sender and Receiver Agreements (cont.)
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Collaboration Agreements

Senders and receivers of a message use a collaboration agreement to
agree on the communication channel to be used to exchange messages.
The obvious question here is what is meant by sender and receiver, since
the Integration Server sends and receives messages, as do the application
systems. Logically speaking, the Integration Server is situated between
the application systems, therefore we need not just one, but two commu-
nication channels: one between each application system and the Integra-
tion Server. For this reason, there are collaboration agreements that
define the channel on the sender side, and those that define the channel
on the receiver side. Figure 6.10 illustrates this symmetry and the corre-
sponding sender and receiver agreements.

Figure 6.10  Sender and Receiver Agreements

Key Fields Object Type

Receiver Determination Interface Determination

Sender party (X)* (X)*

Sender service X* X*

Outbound interface X X

Namespace of the out-
bound interface

X X

Receiver party (X)*
(Virtual receiver)

(X)*

Receiver service X*
(Virtual receiver)

X*

Table 6.3  Key Fields for Objects of Logical Routing

Collaboration Agreements

Sender Agreement Receiver Agreement

Collaboration Profiles

Service A

Channel A1 Channel A2 Channel A3

Service B

Channel B1 Channel B2 Channel B3

Channel A2 Channel B3

Integration

Server

Integration

Server
Channel A2 Channel B3 ReceiverReceiverSenderSender
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You can see from the key fields of collaboration agreements in Table 6.2
that both the sender agreement and the receiver agreement have the
sender service and the receiver service in their key. They are always
intended for a communication pair, but each configures just one side of
the communication with the Integration Server.

Sender and
Receiver

Agreement

Receiver agreements are obligatory, since the Integration Server must
know which adapter to forward the message to. The situation is different
on the sender side, because the sender adapter can use information from
the SLD to determine the address of the Integration Server. In Section
6.5, we examine in more detail when sender agreements are necessary
and why. The communication channel for the sender is also not abso-
lutely necessary if the adapter can find the required configuration data
itself.

Security Settings The RNIF, CIDX, XI, and marketplace adapters also support security set-
tings (signatures, authentication). The corresponding attributes are part
of the respective communication channel, where you define whether and
which security settings are supported. You configure these settings for a
specific connection in the collaboration agreement.

Receiver and Interface Determination

The remaining task is to configure the logical routing. Logical routing has
two steps:

� You use a receiver determination to define one or more receiver ser-
vices for a message. You can define a condition for each receiver ser-
vice in XPath or with context objects (see Section 4.4.3). There is no
guaranteed receiver sequence for receiver services, and this is not
important in stateless message processing. You encounter such
requirements using integration processes, which are discussed in
Chapter 8.

� You use an interface determination to define one or more inbound
interfaces as receiver interfaces for the message. In this case, you
define a receiver sequence using the sequence in which you enter the
inbound interfaces in the interface determination.
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Figure 6.11  Example of Logical Routing

Copying 
Messages

In the example in Figure 6.11, there are two receiver services, which are
configured using a receiver determination for a sender service and an out-
bound interface. If conditions are specified in the receiver determination
for the forwarding of the message, it is not a problem if these overlap. The
Integration Server copies3 the message for each true condition, generat-
ing a new message ID for each receiver service.

Configuring 
Mapping 
Programs

Whether an interface determination is required depends on the configu-
ration scenario. If a mapping is necessary, you definitely need an interface
determination to configure the selection of mapping programs. We saw
in Section 5.1.2 that you can bundle mapping programs for an interface
pair by using an interface mapping. If you need to use a mapping, specify
the interface mapping in the interface determination. If you use an inte-
gration scenario to generate the configuration, the interface mapping is
entered automatically.

A mapping is not always necessary, because the sender and receiver both
use the same interface technology, for example IDoc-IDoc communica-
tion or RFC-RFC communication using the Integration Server. In these
cases, the name and namespace of the interface remain the same
throughout the entire message transfer, and it is therefore not necessary
to determine an interface. Outbound and inbound message interfaces,
however, are located in different namespaces or have different names,
which means that an interface determination is always necessary (even if
no mapping is needed).

Sender

Service

Outbound

Interface

Receiver

Determination

Receiver Service 1

Inbound Interface A1

Inbound Interface B2

Inbound Interface NN

Receiver Service 2

Inbound Interface Z
Interface

Determination 2

Interface

Determination 1

Interface Mapping

3 Somewhat misleadingly, this process is sometimes referred to as a message split,
even though the message cannot be divided into smaller messages at this point. To
split or merge messages, you need an integration process.
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Configuration Overview

Besides the configuration scenarios, which bundle all the configuration
objects of a scenario together, the Integration Builder also provides a con-
figuration overview. This overview focuses on all objects that are required
to process and forward messages to the receiver once the inbound pro-
cessing in the Integration Server is complete:  the receiver determination,
the interface determination, and the receiver agreement. The Integration
Server first uses the sender information in the message header to deter-
mine the configured receiver or receivers (receiver determination), then
the configured inbound interface or interfaces and a corresponding inter-
face mapping (interface determination), and finally, the communication
channel (receiver agreement). Figure 6.12 illustrates this relationship.
Information that arrives after the receiver determination is shown in gray. 

Figure 6.12  Configuration Based on Receiver Determinations

Since the processing steps proceed from the receiver determination, this
is where the configuration overview is located. You can add configuration
information to this table and navigate directly to the configuration
objects listed there by double-clicking them.

The concepts that we have introduced so far are essentially sufficient to
configure internal company configuration scenarios. However, even
within a company it may be the case that the sender and receiver identify
the same object in different ways. If this is the case, the receiver would
then interpret the corresponding values in the message payload incor-
rectly. The next section explains how to handle such ambiguity using SAP
XI.

Receiver

Agreement

Sender

Party

Service

Receiver

Determination

Sender

Party

Service

Interface

Namespace

Virtual Receiver

Conf. Receiver

<Cond.> Party

Service

<Cond.> Party

Service

Interface

Determination

Sender

Party

Service

Interface

Namespace

Conf. Inb. Interface

Inbound Interface

Namespace

Receiver

Party

Service

Receiver

Party

Service

Inbound Interface

Namespace

Interface Mapping Communication Channel
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6.3.3 Value Mapping

If the same objects are identified differently at the sender and receiver
sides, you need a value mapping. As we saw in Section 5.1.1, SAP XI has a
value-mapping table for all value mappings. Before we explain how to
enter the source and target values of an object in the table, let's take a
closer look at a table entry in Figure 6.13. To illustrate this point, we have
taken a fictitious table entry from the Business-to-Business (B2B) world.
This example involves a long-serving SAP employee, who orders from an
online music store (Thomann) in his free time. At SAP, he is identified
uniquely by his employee number (D000002). The online music store is not
aware of any employee numbers and instead identifies the same person
with a customer number (05940). Though unlikely, if SAP were to offer a
service whereby its employees could place orders with the online music
store using a B2B application and have the payments deducted from their
salaries, these values would have to be mapped to each other.

Figure 6.13  Entries in the Value-Mapping Table

Identifying Repre-
sentations

A person is identified differently at SAP than at Thomann. We talk about
different representations of the same object. The important thing is that
the person in our example can be identified by the following trio:

� An issuing agency, which defines how an object (in our example a per-
son) is to be uniquely identified. In our example, the issuing agency is
the company SAP or the online music store. 

� The agency uses an identification scheme to identify the object. In our
example, this is the employee number or the customer number.

� The actual value for identification, according to the conventions of the
identification scheme.

You use this trio (agency, identification scheme, value) to identify the re-
presentation of an object. It is up to you which representations you use in
the value-mapping table, and depends on how the value of the represen-
tation is defined. The above example addresses cross-company commu-

ValueIdentification SchemeAgencyValueIdentification SchemeAgency

………………

05940CustomerIdThomannD000002EmployeeIdSAP

Source Values Target Values
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nication. In the case of internal company communication, the following
cases are possible:

� The issuing agency of the representation can be determined by the
application components that exchange messages with each other, for
instance APO or CRM.

� In a productive landscape, you can identify objects by their technical
unit. In this case, the agency is the name of the business system and
the identification scheme is determined by the object type (for exam-
ple, the Customer object type for a business object).

If you want to execute value mappings within a Java mapping or a mes-
sage mapping, you reference the values to be mapped by specifying the
agency and the identification scheme in the mapping. Therefore, you
need to consider how to identify values that are to be mapped at design
time. You can enter the values in the value-mapping table  in the follow-
ing ways:

� Use the Integration Builder (Configuration) to enter all representations
of an object in a Value-Mapping Group. Create a value-mapping
group and enter all representations of the same object. To display the
resulting value mappings, choose Tools • Value Mapping… in the main
menu.

� Use the message interface ValueMappingReplication that is defined
in the software component version SAP Basis 6.40 in the namespace
http://sap.com/xi/XI/System. SAP ships a Java server proxy for this
inbound message interface, which executes the mass filling of the
value-mapping table. For this filling, you implement the outbound side
and configure the communication in exactly the same way as for any
other configuration. Choose adapter type XI for your communication
channel and specify the Java proxy runtime that runs on the same SAP
Web AS on which the Integration Server is running.

The advantage of the first method is that it has object versioning and a
transport connection for value-mapping groups. In the latter case, you
access the value-mapping table in the runtime cache of the Integration
Server directly. Therefore, you cannot call and edit entries made in this
way in the Integration Builder. 

The agency and identification scheme are not only relevant to value map-
pings, but also to cross-company communication, because there can be
different representations for communication parties in B2B applications
as well. This is discussed in more detail in the next section.
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